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- November 2018 【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
ディケンズからデュ・モーリアまでのヴィクトリア朝の挿絵入り連載小説
The Plot Thickens: Illustrated Victorian Serial Fiction from Dickens to Du Maurier
Leighton, Mary Elizabeth & Surridge, Lisa

Series in Victorian Studies (Ohio U.P.)
2018 : 12 424 p. Hardback 9780821423349 US$85.00
In The Plot Thickens, Mary Elizabeth Leighton and Lisa Surridge uncover this overlooked narrative role of illustrations within Victorian serial
fiction. They reveal the intricacy and richness of the form and push us to reconsider our notions of illustration, visual culture, narration, and
reading practices in nineteenth-century Britain.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
幻影師シェイクスピア
Shakespeare the Illusionist: Magic, Dreams, and the Supernatural on Film
Forsyth, Neil
(Ohio U.P.)
2019 : 02 192 p. Hardback 9780821423363 US$45.00
In Shakespeare the Illusionist, Neil Forsyth reviews the history of Shakespeare’s plays on film, using the basic distinction in film tradition
between what is owed to Méliès and what to the Lumière brothers. He then tightens his focus on those plays that include some explicit
magical or supernatural elements - Puck and the fairies, ghosts and witches, or Prospero’s island, for example - and sets out methodically,
but with an easy touch, to review all the films that have adapted those comedies and dramas, into the present day.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
スタインベック・ライト・ヘミングウェイと 1930 年代後半の左翼
The Pull of Politics: Steinbeck, Wright, Hemingway, and the Left in the Late 1930s
Cohen, Milton A.
(U. of Missouri Pr.)
2018 : 10 332 p. Hardback 9780826221636 US$50.00
In the late 1930s, John Steinbeck, Richard Wright, and Ernest Hemingway wrote novels that won critical acclaim and popular success: The
Grapes of Wrath, Native Son, and For Whom the Bell Tolls. All three writers were involved with the Left at the time, and that commitment
informed their fiction. Milton Cohen examines their motives for involvement with the Left; their novels’ political themes; and why they
separated from the Left after the novels were published. These writers were deeply conflicted about their political commitments, and Cohen
explores the tensions that arose between politics and art, resulting in the abandonment of a political attachment.

【文章作法・編集法・修辞学・翻訳論】
引用と参考文献の手引き

第3版

Cite Right: A Quick Guide to Citation Styles - MLA, APA, Chicago, the Sciences, Professions, and
More. 3rd ed
Lipson, Charles

Chicago Guides to American Life (Univ. of Chicago Pr.)
2018 : 11 192 p.

Paperback 9780226431109 \2,060

Cite Right is the perfect guide for anyone who needs to learn a new citation style or who needs an easy reference to Chicago, MLA, APA,
AMA, and other styles. Each chapter serves as a quick guide that introduces the basics of a style, explains who might use it, and then
presents an abundance of examples. This edition includes updates reflecting the most recent editions of The Chicago Manual of Style and the
MLA Handbook. With this book, students and researchers can move smoothly among styles with the confidence they are getting it right.
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【言語学全般】
言語学百科事典

全7巻

Encyclopedia of Linguistics. 7 vols
Firmin, Marilynn Shari (ed.)

Languages and Linguistics (Nova Pub.)
2018 : 12 2581 p. Hardback 9781536143591 US$1350.00
This 7 volume encyclopedia set presents important research on linguistics. Some of the topics discussed herein include speech and language
disorders, language development, American Sign Language, voice therapy, and aphasia.
Table of Contents:
Preface
Volume 1 / Chapter 1. Language Assessment of Action/Verb Processing in Patients with Parkinson’s Disease: A Critical Analysis through the Multilevel Model / Chapter 2. Prevalence of
Speech and Language Disorders: Identify and Outcome at the Learning Disabilities / Chapter 3. Language Development as a Marker of Normal Brain Development / Chapter 4. Atypical
Language Development and Psychopathological Risk: A Typical Neuropsychiatric Problem? / Chapter 5. Intercultural Nonverbal Communication Competence: Meeting Body Language
Challenges in Facilitating and Working with Students from Culturally Diverse Backgrounds in the Australian Higher Education Context / Chapter 6. Phone Duration Modeling of the Serbian
Language: Comparative Evaluation of Different Models / Chapter 7. Inferential Comprehension in a Dialogic Reading Task: Comparing 5-year-old Children with Specific Language Impairment
to Typically Developing Peers / Chapter 8. Virtual Avatar Signing in Real Time as Classroom Support for Deaf Students / Chapter 9. Perceived Communication Ability of Open Question
Interview in Individuals with Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI): Using La Trobe Communication Questionnaire / Chapter 10. Analysis of Nonverbal Behavior in Affective Disorders in Children and
Adolescents with Type 1 Diabetes / Chapter 11. Establishing Grammatical Cohesion in Kenyan Sign Language (KSL) Formal Discourse: The Case of a Sermon Delivered in KSL / Chapter
12. Method and Materials for a Computer-Based Test of Sign Language Ability: The American Sign Language Discrimination Test (ASL-DT)
Volume 2 / Chapter 15. Children as Little Linguists / Chapter 16. Verbal Grammar Correlation Index (VGCI) as a Tool of Comparative Linguistics / Chapter 17. Academic Literacy Adaptation
in the International Graduate Students’ Use of Lexical Bundles through Corpus Research / Chapter 18. Multisemiotic Analysis of Orthodox Patriarchs’ Photographs: Cross-Cultural (Indian
and Russian) Differences in Interpretation of Interactive Meanings / Chapter 19. Multiple Types of “The Good” in Hryhorii Skovoroda’s Philosophical Discourse: Dobro vs Blaho / Chapter
20. Morphological versus Phonological Awareness in Czech Readers: A Case of Transparent Orthography / Chapter 21. The Relationship between Vocabulary and Reading Development /
Chapter 22. Incidental Vocabulary Learning through Negotiation for Meaning in Synchronous Computer-Mediated Communication
Volume 3 / Chapter 23. Effectiveness of Voice Therapy in Vocal Fold Nodules / Chapter 24. Speech and Language Pathology Interventions in Critical Care: A Retrospective View / Chapter
25. Speech Sound Disorders Protocol Guide for Speech and Language Pathologists / Chapter 26. A Play ToolKit Used in Early Language Intervention / Chapter 27. The Impact of Protracted
Phonological Disorders on Literacy Outcomes in Children: A Meta-analysis / Chapter 28. Clinical Outcomes in Medical Speech-Language Pathology / Chapter 29. Velopharyngeal Function
and Speech: Analysis of Surgical Outcome in Young Adults with Repaired Cleft Palate and Residual Velopharyngeal Insufficiency / Chapter 30. Strategies for Treating Phonologic Disorder in
Children with Cleft Palate / Chapter 31. Phonetic and Phonological Difficulties Associated with Expressive Language Impairment in Young Children: A Review of the Literature / Chapter 32.
Coarticulation / Chapter 33. Speech Intervention for Correcting Compensatory Articulation in Children with Cleft Palate
Volume 4 / Chapter 34. A Review of Major Strands in Discourse Analysis in Language Teaching / Chapter 35. Issues about Conducting Discourse Analysis Research / Chapter 36. Corpus
Linguistics and Discourse Studies / Chapter 37. Action Research: The Effects of Teacher Oral Discourse on EFL Writing / Chapter 38. Discourse of Readers’ Blogs in College-Level ESL
Classrooms / Chapter 39. A Discourse Analysis on the Mitigation Language Used in the Supervision of Colleagues / Chapter 40. A Comparison of the Corrective Feedback Patterns of Native
and Non-Native Speaking Teachers of English: Turkish and American ELT Settings / Chapter 41. Uptake and Audio Recordings: Exploring Learners' Responses to Corrective Feedback
/ Chapter 42. Writing and Revision with Coded and Uncoded Feedback / Chapter 43. Living in a Multilingual World: Latest Trends in Language Learning via a Wide Array of Educational
Technology Tools / Chapter 44. Peer-to-peer Foreign Language E-learning Stimulated by Gamification and Virality / Chapter 45. Secondary EFL Learners’ Extracurricular L2 Contact and
their Self-Beliefs Concerning Oral Narrative Competencies: Analyzing Relations among Constructs – Clarifying the Role of Language Proficiency and Gender / Chapter 46. A Learner’s
Foreign Language Self-Concept and Anxiety about Speaking the Language / Chapter 47. Do ‘Resourceful’ Methodologies Really Work in ‘Under-Resourced’ Contexts? / Chapter 48. 'From
Michelangelo to Picasso': Implementing the CLIL Approach in a Foreign Language Project / Chapter 49. New Developments in Lexical Inferencing and Incidental Vocabulary Acquisition in
Foreign Language Learning / Chapter 50. New Literacies: Current Perspectives on Teaching English as a Foreign Language
Volume 5 / Chapter 51. Neuroimaging and Aphasiology in the XXI Century: EEG and MEG Studies on Language Processing in Aphasia since the Year 2000 / Chapter 52. Language
Processing in Children with Specific Language Impairment: A Review of Event-Related Potential Studies / Chapter 53. Analyzing Language Use of Learners with Learning Difficulties and
Disabilities with Regard to Challenging Behavior / Chapter 54. Inspection Time for Verbal Stimuli: Letter Detection, Identification and Discrimination Speed / Chapter 55. Visual Recognition
of Chinese Compound Words is a Serial Process / Chapter 56. Learner and Teacher Characteristics / Chapter 57. Lesson Planning in Language Teaching / Chapter 58. Microteaching in ELT
/ Chapter 59. Teaching Speaking in EFL Classes / Chapter 60. Teaching Listening / Chapter 61. Intelligibility in Pronunciation Teaching: A Study of Accented Speech of Turkish Speakers of
English / Chapter 62. Vocabulary Instruction in EFL Classes / Chapter 63. Teaching Writing / Chapter 64. Teaching Reading in EFL Classes / Chapter 65. Teaching Grammar / Chapter 66.
Integrated Skills in Language Teaching / Chapter 67. Using Literature to Teach Language Skills / Chapter 68. Using Tasks in Language Teaching
Volume 6 / Chapter 69. Cognitive Linguistics in the Year 2010 / Chapter 70. Conceptualization, Symbolization, And Grammar / Chapter 71. Conceptual Combination: Models, Theories and
Controversies / Chapter 72. WATER Networks, the Chinese Radical, and Beyond / Chapter 73. Construal Operations of the English Progressive Construction / Chapter 74. The Pronoun IT:
A Study in Cognitive Grammar / Chapter 75. Iconicity, Subjectification and Dominion in Portuguese Concessive Clauses: Conceptual Differences between Concessive Clauses Introduced
by Apesar De and Embora / Chapter 76. Seem: Evidential, Epistemic, or What Else? A Study in Cognitive Semantics / Chapter 77. Manner of Motion: A Privileged Dimension of German
Expressions / Chapter 78. Metaphorical Motion in Linguistic Context: Processing in English and Spanish / Chapter 79. Culture in Embodiment: Evidence from Conceptual Metaphors/
Metonymies of Anger in Akan and English / Chapter 80. Attentional Profiles of Parenthetical Constructions: Some Thoughts on a Cognitive-Semantic Analysis of Written Language / Chapter
81. The Socially Embedded and Dynamically Embodied Nature of Metonymy’s Prototypicality / Chapter 82. Perception of Emotional Interjections / Chapter 83. Creative Cognition: A ‘Wave
Method’ Analysis of Franz Kafka’s ‘Metamorphosis’ / Chapter 84. Approximative Spaces and the Tolerance Threshold in Communication / Chapter 85. When My Eyes Are on You, Do You
Touch My Eyes? A Reclassification of Metaphors Mapping from Physical Contact to Perception
Volume 7 / Chapter 86. Models and Approaches for Characterizing Aphasia: Psychological and Epistemological Perspectives / Chapter 87. Acquired Childhood Aphasia: A Mostly Unknown
Phenomenon / Chapter 88. Aphasia in Children and its Impact on Quality of Life / Chapter 89. Subcortical Aphasia: Still an Enigma / Chapter 90. Aphasia Management Practice: Care and
Support– a mutual concern and a shared responsibility / Chapter 91. Aphasia: Pharmacological and Non Pharmcological Management / Chapter 92. Intensive Treatment, Pharmacotherapy,
Transcranial Magnetic/Electric Stimulation as Potential Adjuvant Treatment for Aphasia / Chapter 93. Diagnosis and Management of Language Impairment in Acute Stroke / Chapter 94. A New
Classification of Aphasias
Index
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【言語学全般】
語彙の言語学
The Linguistics of Vocabulary
Hansen, Christine (ed.)

Languages and Linguistics (Nova Pub.)
2018 : 06 129 p.

Paperback 9781536138603 US$82.00

In this compilation, the authors open with an analysis of the formation of philosophical terminology in the history of Early-Modern Ukrainian
culture; specifically, two philosophical concepts - dobro and blaho (добро and благо) - are the focus here. Both are related to notions of good
and wellbeing, but contextual nuances may affect their discrete meanings rather significantly. The authors consider the manner in which
these two words functioned in the works by the prominent 18th century Ukrainian philosopher Hryhorii Skovoroda by way of a study based
on a close reading of thirteen of his colloquies. Following this, the authors aim to investigate the relationship between morphological awareness and reading in a language
environment which is phonologically transparent and morphologically challenging, i.e., the Czech language environment.

【心理言語学・言語獲得・外国語学習】
第二言語習得：方法、展望、挑戦
Second Language Acquisition: Methods, Perspectives and Challenges
Baker, Doris Luft et al. (ed.)

Languages and Linguistics (Nova Pub.)
2018 : 11 372 p. Hardback 9781536143058 US$230.00
Collectively, this book provides the most up-to-date review of our current knowledge about how the complexities of each of the linguistic
registers across mathematics, science and social studies extends far beyond content-area vocabulary and warranting an intentional,
purposeful focus on language, particularly academic English during content-area instruction. Moreover, the current disciplinary content
standards demand the integration of discipline-specific language instruction within content-area instruction. To address these demands,
the topics of the chapters in this book span content areas (ELA, mathematics, science, and social studies), topical areas (assessment, language growth, instruction, and
professional development), and grade levels (preschool, elementary, and secondary). Each chapter provides a synthesis of the research on one of the specific topics, and it
concludes with implications for practice and research.

【英語学・英語教育】
英語史

第2版

The History of English: An Introduction. 2nd ed
Gramley, Stephan
(Routledge)
2018 : 11 498 p. Hardback 9781138501089 ￡110.00 Paperback 9781138501096 ￡29.99
This new edition of The History of English has been thoroughly revised and updated throughout, and features: chapter introductions and
conclusions to assist in orientation; over 90 textual examples demonstrating linguistic change accompanied, as necessary, by translations
and/or glosses; study questions on the social, cultural, and linguistic background of the periods and topics, as well as recommendations for
further reading and topics for further study; over 100 figures, tables and maps to support and illuminate the text; 18 pages of colour plates
depicting exemplary texts, relevant artifacts, and examples of language usage, including Germanic runes, the opening page of Beowulf, the New England Primer, and
the Treaty of Waitangi; a brand-new companion website hosting further articles on linguistic, historical, and cultural phenomena which go beyond the scope of the book,
additional sample texts, exercises, and audio clips.

【世界の諸言語】
ジョージタウン版アラビア語モロッコ方言辞典
The Georgetown Dictionary of Moroccan Arabic: Arabic-English, English-Arabic
Maamouri, Mohamed (ed.)
(Georgetown U.P.)
2019 : 02 760 p. Hardback 9781626163317 US$80.95
Features over 13,000 Moroccan Arabic-English entries and 8,000 English-Arabic entries / Provides entries in Arabic script and organized by
root, as is standard in Arabic dictionaries / Employs International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) for all terms to demonstrate correct pronunciation
and allow comparison across dialects / Includes borrowed words commonly used in Moroccan Arabic, such as those from French, Spanish,
and Amazigh / Contains extensive example sentences and an appendix showing the roots of words with prefixes, both to help learners
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【映画・放送番組】
黒沢明
Akira Kurosawa: A Viewer's Guide
San Juan, Eric
(Rowman & Littlefield)
2018 : 12 264 p. Hardback 9781538110898 US$36.00
In Akira Kurosawa: A Viewer’s Guide, Eric San Juan provides a comprehensive yet accessible examination of the artist’s entire
cinematic endeavors. From early films of the 1940s such as Sanshiro Sugata and No Regrets for Our Youth to Oscar winner Dersu
Uzala - the author helps readers understand what makes Kurosawa’s work so powerful. Each discussion includes a brief synopsis of the film,
an engaging analysis, and thoughtful insights into the film’s significance.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】
ヒマラヤ仏教における宇宙の表現
Creating the Universe: Depictions of the Cosmos in Himalayan Buddhism
Huntington, Eric

Global South Asia (U. of Washington Pr.)
2019 : 01 304 p. 153 illus, 118 in color. Hardback 9780295744063 US$65.00
In Creating the Universe, Eric Huntington presents examples of visual art and architecture, primary texts, ritual ideologies, and material
practices-accompanied by extensive explanatory diagrams-to reveal the immense complexity of cosmological thinking in Himalayan
Buddhism. Employing comparisons across function, medium, culture, and history, he exposes cosmology as a fundamental mode of
engagement with numerous aspects of religion, from preliminary lessons to the highest rituals for enlightenment.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】
後期李氏朝鮮の美術品文化
Flowering Plums and Curio Cabinets: The Culture of Objects in Late Choson Korean Art
Kim, Sunglim

Korean Studies of the Henry M. Jackson School of International Studies (U. of Washington Pr.)
2018 : 12 304 p. Hardback 9780295743417 US$65.00
Sunglim Kim examines chungin artists and patronage of the visual arts, and their commercial transactions, artistic exchange with China and
Japan, and historical writings on art. She also explores the key role of men of chungin background in preserving Korean art heritage in the
tumultuous twentieth century, including the work of the modern Korean collector and historian O Se-ch'ang, who memorialized many chungin
painters and calligraphers.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】
後期李氏朝鮮における絵画と文化政治学
A New Middle Kingdom: Painting and Cultural Politics in Late Choson Korea (1700-1850)
Park, J. P.
(U. of Washington Pr.)
2018 : 10 296 p. Hardback 9780295743257 US$65.00
Historians have claimed that when social stability returned to Korea after devastating invasions by the Japanese and Manchus around
the turn of the seventeenth century, the late Chosŏn dynasty was a period of unprecedented economic and cultural renaissance, in which
prosperity manifested itself in new programs and styles of visual art. A New Middle Kingdom questions this belief, claiming instead that trueview landscape and genre paintings were likely adopted to propagandize social harmony under Chosŏn rule and to justify the status, wealth,
and land grabs of the ruling class. This book also documents the popularity of art books from China and their misunderstanding by Koreans and, most controversially,
Korean enthusiasm for artistic programs from Edo Japan, thus challenging academic stereotypes and nationalistic tendencies in the scholarship about the Chosŏn period.
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【美術・工芸・デザイン】
サー・ウイリアム・ヴァン・ホーンの日本陶芸コレクション
Obsession: Sir William Van Horne's Japanese Ceramics
Graham, Ron (ed.)
(McGill-Queen's U.P.)
2018 : 10 208 p. Hardback 9780773554641 US$65.00
Sir William Van Horne (1843-1915), a gifted connoisseur most famously associated with the building of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
amassed of one of the most extensive collections of Japanese ceramics in North America. Obsession is an illuminating account of the how
and why behind his passion for studying and acquiring nearly 1,200 objects. Ron Graham assembles a profile of Van Horne's larger-than-life
personality as well as essays about his place at the top of the art collectors in Montreal's Golden Square Mile and the afterlife of his collection
following his death.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
偉大な経済思想家たち：アダム・スミスからアマルティア・センまで
Great Economic Thinkers: An Introduction - from Adam Smith to Amartya Sen
Conlin, Jonathan
(Reaktion Books)
2018 : 10 304 p. Hardback 9781789140057 ￡20.00
All of the thirteen economists featured - Adam Smith, David Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, Karl Marx, Alfred Marshall, Joseph Schumpeter, John
Maynard Keynes, and Nobel Prize winners Friedrich Hayek, Milton Friedman, John Forbes Nash Jr, Daniel Kahneman, Amartya Sen and
Joseph Stiglitz - have had a profound influence on our attitudes towards market intervention and regulation, taxation, trade and monetary
policy. Each chapter combines a biographical outline of a single thinker with critical analysis of their contribution to economic thought.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
山﨑 克雄（静岡産業大学名誉教授）著『日本のグローバル戦略』
Japanese Global Strategy: Overseas Operations and Global Marketing
Yamazaki, Katsuo
(Palgrave Macmillan)
2018 : 12 172 p. Hardback 9781137497369 EUR134.99
Offers detailed case studies on nine Japanese MNEs (multi-national enterprises) based on wide-ranging data from interviews and
questionnaires / Provides a thorough analysis of past and present global strategy and outlines an approach for companies to take in the future
/ Outlines the concept of 'monozukuru' and its importance to international business strategy / Covers multinational companies such as Denso,
Furukawa Electric and Yamaha Motor

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
浪費：戦後日本を消費する
Waste: Consuming Postwar Japan
Siniawer, Eiko Maruko
(Cornell U.P.)
2018 : 10 414 p. Hardback 9781501725845 US$49.95
In Waste, Eiko Maruko Siniawer innovatively explores the many ways in which the Japanese have thought about waste - in terms of time,
stuff, money, possessions, and resources - from the immediate aftermath of World War II to the present. She shows how questions about
waste were deeply embedded in the decisions of everyday life, reflecting the priorities and aspirations of the historical moment, and revealing
people’s ever-changing concerns and hopes.
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【産業（農業・工業・サービス業）
】
高等教育の経済学

全4巻

The Economics of Higher Education. 4 vols
Wyness, Gillian (ed.)

Major Themes in Education (Routledge)
2018 : 10 1412 p. Hardback 9781138669314 ￡850.00
Participation in higher education has never been greater, and governments around the world continue to invest huge sums of money in
the sector, not least to encourage even more enrolment. Meanwhile, many countries are moving away from centralized, taxpayer-funded
systems to more ‘marketized’ models. For these and other reasons, the intersection of economics and higher education has never been
more apparent. Increasingly, economic principles are applied to analyses of education and education policy, as scholars and policymakers
grapple with difficult questions, such as: how should the costs of higher education be shared between stakeholders? What are the ‘drivers’ of inequality in higher-education
participation? And what is the appropriate role for government?

【通貨・金融・保険】
日本のデフレを管理する：前例のない金融政策議論
Taming Japan's Deflation: The Debate over Unconventional Monetary Policy
Park, Gene et al.

Cornell Studies in Money (Cornell U.P.)
2018 : 11 264 p. Hardback 9781501728174 US$45.00
With Prime Minister Abe Shinzo's return to power, Japan finally shifted course at the start of 2013 with the launch of Abenomics - an economic
agenda to reflate the economy - and Abe's appointment of new leadership at the BOJ. As Taming Japan's Deflation shows, the BOJ's
resistance to experimenting with bolder policy stemmed from entrenched policy ideas that were hostile to activist monetary policy. The authors
explain how these policy ideas evolved over the course of the BOJ's long history and gained dominance because of the closed nature of the
broader policy network.

【国際経済・国際金融・貿易】
ワールドサイエンティフィック版アジア太平洋貿易政策レファレンス

全2巻

World Scientific Reference on Asia-pacific Trade Policies. 2 vols
Anderson, Kym (ed.)
(World Scientific)
2019 : 03 1315 p. Hardback 9789813274662 \67,820 Special price until 2019.3.31 (after: \77,660 )
This two-volume reference work provides a timely update on how far the region has come in opening markets. It analyses the motivations
or ostensible objectives of policies adopted in the past, the changing extent of the domestic price distortions involved, the economic effects
of those policies at home and abroad, the political economy forces at work that brought about those policies and their subsequent reform,
their consequences for international trade, economic welfare and poverty alleviation, and prospects for sustainable improvements in current
policies. Case studies of major East Asian economies and Australia reveal how government priorities to assist farmers versus manufacturers has changed over the past
century but especially since the 1980s, and how that has affected trade between natural resource-poor and resource-rich economies.

【労働・雇用・労使関係】
退職金と労働移動：日本と台湾の比較研究
Severance Payment and Labor Mobility: A Comparative Study of Taiwan and Japan
Hatta, Tatsuo & Ouchi, Shinya (ed.)

Economics, Law, and Institutions in Asia Pacific / Springer Singapore (Springer)
2018 : 11 189 p. Hardback 9789811321481 EUR109.99
Demonstrates that the Japanese employment termination system is an important cause of the immobile labor market in Japan / Provides
detailed descriptions of the employment termination system in Taiwan, where the labor market is mobile / Shows how the Japanese
employment termination system can be reformed by adopting the Taiwanese system to make its labor markets more mobile
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【ビジネス・経営学】
日本の創造的で革新的な企業
Creative Innovative Firms from Japan: A Benchmark Inquiry into Firms from Three Rival Nations
Park, Young Won & Hong, Paul

Springer Singapore (Springer)
2018 : 11 150 p. Hardback 9789811316807 EUR99.99
This book discusses the ways in which characteristics of innovative firms and innovative talents with core competence in Japanese, Korean,
German, and American contexts are developed and nurtured, and compares innovative firms with a long history of business operations from
these four countries.

【社会科学全般・社会調査論】
希望の帝国：下り坂日本の感傷的な政治
Empire of Hope: The Sentimental Politics of Japanese Decline
Leheny, David
(Cornell U.P.)
2018 : 11 246 p. Hardback 9781501729072 US$39.95
Empire of Hope asks how emotions become meaningful in political life. In a diverse array of cases from recent Japanese history, David
Leheny shows how sentimental portrayals of the nation and its global role reflect a durable story of hopefulness about the country's postwar
path. From the medical treatment of conjoined Vietnamese children, victims of Agent Orange, the global promotion of Japanese popular
culture, a tragic maritime accident involving a US Navy submarine, to the 2011 tsunami and nuclear disaster, this story has shaped the way in
which political figures, writers, officials, and observers have depicted what the nation feels.

【女性学・ジェンダー・性・フェミニズム】
アジア系アメリカ人のフェミニズムと女性有色人種の政治
Asian American Feminisms and Women of Color Politics
Fujiwara, Lynn & Roshanravan, Shireen (ed.)

Decolonizing Feminisms (U. of Washington Pr.)
2018 : 12 320 p. Hardback 9780295744360 US$95.00 Paperback 9780295744353 US$30.00
Asian American Feminisms and Women of Color Politics brings together groundbreaking essays that speak to the relationship between Asian
American feminisms, feminist of color work, and transnational feminist scholarship. This collection, featuring work by both senior and rising
scholars, considers topics including the politics of visibility, histories of Asian American participation in women of color political formations,
accountability for Asian American "settler complicities" and cross-racial solidarities, and Asian American community-based strategies against
state violence as shaped by and tied to women of color feminisms.

【公共政策・治安・防災】
ラウトレッジ版持続可能かつ災害に強いインフラ・ハンドブック
Routledge Handbook of Sustainable and Resilient Infrastructure
Gardoni, Paolo (ed.)

Routledge International Handbooks (Routledge)
2018 : 12 904 p. Hardback 9781138306875 ￡175.00
This handbook brings together current research on sustainable and resilient infrastructure and, in particular, stresses the fundamental
nexus between sustainability and resilience. It aims to coalesce work from a large and diverse group of contributors across a wide range of
disciplines including engineering, technology and informatics, urban planning, public policy, economics, and finance. Not only does it present
a theoretical formulation of sustainability and resilience but it also demonstrates how these ideals can be realized in practice. This work will
provide a reference text to students and scholars of a number of disciplines.
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【各国の政情・政治史】
国民意識と日本改革論
National Identity and Japanese Revisionism: Abe Shinzo's Vision of a Beautiful Japan and Its Limits
Kolmas, Michal

Routledge Studies on the Asia-Pacific Region (Routledge)
2018 : 10 154 p. Hardback 9781138571464 ￡115.00
In order to better understand the dynamics of contemporary Japan, Kolmaš joins up the dots between national identity theory and Japanese
revisionism. The book shows that while political elites and a portion of the Japanese public call for re-articulation of Japan’s peaceful identity,
there are still societal and institutional forces that prevent this change from entirely materializing.

【国際関係論】
尖閣諸島・竹島問題
Japan's Island Troubles with China and Korea: Prospects and Challenges for Resolution
Teo, Victor & Satoh, Haruko (ed.)

Politics in Asia (Routledge)
2018 : 12 224 p. Hardback 9781138085237 ￡100.00
Japan’s Island Troubles with China and Korea addresses the prospects of and challenges to achieving resolutions in the island disputes,
rather than focusing solely on the origins and the political roles they play in the domestic politics of the three nations. Furthermore, in taking an
interdisciplinary approach, this book transcends existing studies, which focus on the domestic contexts of the disputes, and therefore avoids
the pitfalls of nationalistic narratives. Instead, this book fills a theoretical and methodological lacuna in the academic literature, exploring how
the islands could become a point of co-operation, rather than contention.

【軍事学】
戦略的安定性の終焉
The End of Strategic Stability?: Nuclear Weapons and the Challenge of Regional Rivalries
Rubin, Lawrence & Stulberg, Adam N. (ed.)
(Georgetown U.P.)
2018 : 09 328 p. Hardback 9781626166028 US$110.95 Paperback 9781626166035 US$36.95
The purpose of this book is to unpack and examine how different states in different regions view strategic stability, the use or non-use of
nuclear weapons, and whether or not strategic stability is still a prevailing concept. The contributors to this volume explore policies of current
and potential nuclear powers including the United States, Russia, China, India, Iran, Israel, Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia. This volume makes
an important contribution toward understanding how nuclear weapons will impact the international system in the twenty-first century and will
be useful to students, scholars, and practitioners of nuclear weapons policy.

【国際法・国際組織】
世界人権宣言とホロコースト
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Holocaust: An Endangered Connection
Morsink, Johannes
(Georgetown U.P.)
2019 : 02 368 p. Hardback 9781626166288 US$149.95 Paperback 9781626166295 US$49.95
Much recent scholarship about human rights has severed this link between the Holocaust, the Universal Declaration, and contemporary
human rights activism in favor of seeing the 1970s as the era of genesis. Morsink forcefully presents his case that the Universal Declaration
was indeed a meaningful though underappreciated document for the human rights movement and that the declaration and its significance
cannot be divorced from the Holocaust.
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【東洋哲学】
現代日本哲学
Contemporary Japanese Philosophy: A Reader
Krummel, John W.M.
(Rowman & Littlefield)
2018 : 10 288 p. Hardback 9781786600844 US$135.00 Paperback 9781786600851 US$44.95
Contemporary Japanese Philosophy: A Reader is an anthology of contemporary (post-war) Japanese philosophy showcasing a range of
important philosophers and philosophical trends from 1945 to the present. This important and comprehensive volume introduces the reader to
a variety of trends and schools of thought.

【ユダヤ教・イスラム教】
ヘブライ語について語るときに我々の語ること（そしてアメリカ人にとっての意味）
What We Talk about When We Talk about Hebrew (and What It Means to Americans)
Sokoloff, Naomi B. & Berg, Nancy E. (ed.)

Samuel and Althea Stroum Lectures in Jewish Studies (U. of Washington Pr.)
2018 : 08 256 p. Hardback 9780295743752 US$90.00 Paperback 9780295743769 US$30.00
Why Hebrew, here and now? What is its value for contemporary Americans? In What We Talk about When We Talk about Hebrew (and What
It Means to Americans) scholars, writers, and translators tackle a series of urgent questions that arise from the changing status of Hebrew
in the United States. To what extent is that status affected by evolving Jewish identities and shifting attitudes toward Israel and Zionism?
Will Hebrew programs survive the current crisis in the humanities on university campuses? How can the vibrancy of Hebrew literature be
conveyed to a larger audience?

【仏教】
東南アジアの仏教・イスラム教の教団・宗派
Buddhist and Islamic Orders in Southern Asia: Comparative Perspectives
Feener, R. Michael & Blackburn, Anne M. (eds.)
(Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 11 232 p. Hardback 9780824872113 US$68.00
Over the last few decades historians and other scholars have succeeded in identifying diverse patterns of connection linking religious
communities across Asia and beyond. Yet despite the fruits of this specialist research, scholars in the subfields of Islamic and Buddhist
studies have rarely engaged with each other to share investigative approaches and methods of interpretation. This volume was conceived
to open up new spaces of creative interaction between scholars in both fields that will increase our understanding of the circulation and
localization of religious texts, institutional models, ritual practices, and literary specialists.

【アジア全般・東アジア研究】
ゴー・チョクトン（元シンガポール大統領）伝

第1巻

Tall Order, Vol. 1: The Goh Chok Tong Story
Peh, Shing Huei & Goh, Chok Tong
(World Scientific)
2018 : 11 300 p. Hardback 9789813276048 \7,670
Goh Chok Tong was an improbable Prime Minister for an unlikely country. He had neither the connections nor the cunning to rise to the
top, and was even once famously derided by his mentor Lee Kuan Yew for being "wooden" in his communication skills. Tall Order tells the
extraordinary story of his life and career over half a century, revealing how Singapore's second Prime Minister rose through a combination of
strength, wit and a political nous which many, including himself, did not know he had. In this first of two volumes, Goh navigated years of a
challenging apprenticeship to Lee, scoring numerous policy successes but also suffering political blows and humiliation.
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【日本研究】
戦後日本史辞典

第2版

Historical Dictionary of Postwar Japan. 2nd ed
Hoover, William D.

Historical Dictionaries of Asia, Oceania, and the Middle East (Scarecrow Pr.)
2018 : 12 624 p. Hardback 9781538111550 US$140.00
This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Postwar Japan contains a chronology, an introduction, appendixes, and an extensive
bibliography. The dictionary section has over 500 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy, foreign relations,
religion, and culture. This book is an excellent resource for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about Japan.

【東南アジア・南アジア・中央アジア研究】
C. ガン ジェフリー ( 長崎大学教授）著『アジアの世界宗教の啓示』
Overcoming Ptolemy: The Revelation of an Asian World Region
Gunn, Geoffrey C.

AsiaWorld (Lexington Books)
2018 : 12 324 p. Hardback 9781498590136 US$115.00
With its focus upon the macro-region termed India Extra Gangem, literally the space between India and China, the book unfolds a fourfold
agenda. First, it explains the Ptolemaic world system back to classical points of reference as well as to its reception in late medieval Europe
from Arabic sources. Second, it tracks the erosion of the Ptolemaic template especially in the light of new empirical data entering Europe from
early travel accounts as well as the first voyages of discovery. Third, through selected examples, as with India, Southeast Asia, and China, it
seeks to expose textual and cartographic adjustments to the classical models flowing from the scientific revolution. Fourth, through an examination of Jesuit astronomical
observations conducted at various points in Asia, it demonstrates how Eurasia was actually measured and sized with respect to its true longitudinal coordinates such had
deluded Columbus and even succeeding generations.

【生物学】
Essential

細胞生物学

第5版

Essential Cell Biology: (with Digital Product License Key Folder) (ISE). 5th ed
Alberts, Bruce et al.
(W.W. Norton)
2018 : 11

Paperback 9780393680393 US$80.00

Essential Cell Biology has established itself as the premier introductory cell biology text because of its balance of readability and focus
on the latest advances in the field. For the Fifth Edition, exciting new topics such as CRISPR, cryo-electron microscopy, culturing human
organoids, advances in DNA sequencing, protein interactions, RNA synthesis and processing are included, continuing the emphasis on
cutting-edge research. There are also expanded and updated sections on human evolutionary genetics, and three news sections on genetics
and the causes of human disease. The text’s readability is further strengthened by the addition of Karen Hopkin, a journalist and writer for The Scientist and Scientific
American, to the author team. As before, molecular detail has been kept to a minimum to provide a cohesive conceptual framework for the basic science that underlies our
current understanding of biology and medicine. All resources have been completely revised and updated, and the text now includes access to an ebook, animations, and
Smartwork5, Norton’s innovative online homework platform.

◇ 表示の円価は本体価格です ◇ 出版時期・価格は変更されることがあります ◇ 御注文の際は ISBN を併せてお知らせください
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